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Legal Disclaimer
The purpose of this White Paper is to present the Ponder product and Ponder Gold token to potential
token holders in connection with the proposed token sale. The information set forth below may not be
exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. We do not guarantee,
represent or warrant any of the statements in this White Paper, because they are based on our current
beliefs, expectations and assumptions, about which there can be no assurance due to various
anticipated and unanticipated events that may occur. Its sole purpose is to provide relevant and
reasonable information to potential token holders in order for them to determine whether to undertake
a thorough analysis of the company, and the uses and functionality of the Ponder Gold Tokens, with the
intent of acquiring Ponder Gold Tokens.

Nothing in this White Paper constitutes a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor
does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any
jurisdiction. This document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or
regulations of any jurisdiction, which are designed to protect investors. You should carefully read and
fully understand this White Paper and any updates. Every potential token purchaser will be required to
undergo an on-boarding process that includes identity verification and certain other documentation,
which you should read carefully and understand fully because you will be legally bound. Please make
sure to consult with appropriate advisors and others.

The Ponder Gold token is not intended to be a digital currency, security, commodity, or any
other kind of financial instrument and has not been registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 and
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the securities laws of any state of the United States or the
securities laws of any other country, including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential
token holder is a resident. The Ponder Gold token cannot be used for any purposes other than as
provided in this White Paper, including but not limited to, any investment, speculative or other financial
purposes.

The Ponder Gold token confers no other rights in any form, including but not limited to any ownership,
distribution (including, but not limited to, profit), redemption, liquidation, property (including all forms
of intellectual property), or other financial or legal rights, other than those specifically set forth below.

Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained herein constitute forward-looking
statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or information involve known and
unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the
estimates or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements.

This English language White Paper is the primary official source of information about the Gold token.
The information contained herein may from time to time be translated into other languages or used in
the course of written or verbal communications with existing and prospective customers, partners, etc.
In the course of such translation or communication some of the information contained herein may be
lost, corrupted, or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative communications cannot be
guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and
communications and this official English language White Paper, the provisions of this English language
original document shall prevail.

Please know that we plan to work hard in seeking to achieve in full the vision laid out in this White
Paper, but that you cannot rely on any of it coming true. Blockchain, cryptocurrencies and other aspects
of our technology and these markets are in their infancy and will be subject to many challenges,
competition and a changing environment. We will try to update our community as things grow and
change, but undertake no obligation to do so.
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1. Summary

Ponder is a decentralized matchmaking platform. It allows introductions between people 
to be made at scale. Using game mechanics and financial rewards Ponder motivates 
everyone to play matchmaker for friends and strangers alike. Our vision is to be the go-
to place for meeting new people in all contexts where trust is critical – dating, recruiting, 
business partnerships, roommates, babysitting etc. 

Ponder is needed because introductions change lives. Everybody can trace a shift in the 
direction of their lives based on an introduction - to a spouse, a job, a business partner, a 
friend. These high impact introductions however are limited in number and hard to find. 
Nobody has created a way for making quality introductions at scale.

Our first target is dating/matrimony, a market with a clear problem and no good solution. 
Online dating doesn’t work well with less than 1 in 4 online daters finding a relationship, 
42% of women reporting harassment, and a huge signal to noise ratio. Ponder builds upon 
the time-tested art of romantic matchmaking, making it a fun game with financial rewards 
for skilled matchmakers. By motivating people to invest thought and social capital into 
who would make a good couple, online trust and alignment problems are resolved. For 
singles, Ponder becomes the most effective way to meet a trusted partner, selected by 
friends, family, or a community of motivated matchmakers. 

Ponder has the potential to touch the lives of people worldwide. It helps people with the 
most important decisions of their lives – who to marry, which job to take, who to partner 
with in business. As such it has the potential to be a transformative global platform. 

The Ponder beta was released on October 16th and currently has 70k registered users. The 
team has a further 24 months of experience working on an alpha product to understand 
singles and improve user engagement. We are now expanding into China, through a Joint 
Venture with Plug and Play, the leading international incubator. 

A Ponder Gold token is being released - in parallel to the existing Ponder 
Dollars currency -  to increase engagement, alignment, and security. It has the 
following rights: 

1. A Ponder Gold holder who is dating will be exclusively shown to the matchmakers   
  that have the best match rates. In other words, singles will increase their chances of   
  being matched.
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2. A Ponder Gold holder who is matchmaking will be shown the most active singles,   
  increasing their own match rate, and thereby potentially gaining more financial    
  reward. 
3. Only Ponder Gold holders can participate in Matchmaking Groups. These are    
             private sub-communities aligned around values and interests, providing a more   
  focused matchmaking experience. 
4.  Ponder Gold holders can offer other services to token holders such as singles events   
  or relationship advice, with the ability to charge for their services. 
5. As we expand into other verticals such as recruiting, Ponder Gold holders will    
  continue to accrue special benefits
 
Ponder Gold will operate in parallel with the existing Ponder Dollars, with exchange between 
the two being possible at an exchange rate of Ponder Gold to USD. The price of the Ponder 
Gold token and the rate at which it can be exchanged for Ponder dollars may vary based on 
the USD value of the Ponder Gold token on an exchange if such a secondary market develops.  
If Ponder Gold ultimately trades on multiple exchanges, then the price on the most actively 
traded one will be used. If no secondary market develops, or if a market develops but later 
ceases, then the fallback price will be the issue price of $0.20.  Note that Ponder has no 
obligation to take any action in support of the development of a secondary market or the 
listing of the Ponder Gold tokens on any exchange, and there can be no guarantee that any 
such secondary market will develop.

Token type:    ERC-20 standard-based Ethereum token 
Token Sale volume:   24,000,000 USD
Token distribution:    480m tokens split as follows:  25% token sale, 5% token         
      distribution, 40% purchase within app, 30% retained by   
      Ponder 

Token price at issue:   $0.2
Bonuses:    15% on purchase up to 10pm PST Feb 21st, then 10% for   
      purchase up to 10pm PST Feb 28th, with holding period   
      for bonuses until July 1st.

Website link:    http://tokensale.ponderapp.co

Accepted forms of payment: BTC, ETH, LTC, BCH, NEO, or USD (wire transfer)

Token sale start date:  Feb 14th, 2018 6:00 AM PDT
Token sale end date:  April 20th, 2018 10:00 PM PDT
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2. Ponder – Gamified Matchmaking on the Blockchain

2.1  Vision
Ponder seeks to revolutionize how people meet. It is a platform for enabling personal 
introductions at scale. Using the motivating power of game mechanics and monetary reward 
it makes matchmakers out of everyone.

Large-scale matchmaking has traditionally been done centrally, either through online services 
such as Match.com or Linkedin, or offline through matchmaking agencies and recruitment 
firms. Informal matchmaking done among friends and contacts often leads to the best results 
but is very limited in scale.
 
Ponder decentralizes matchmaking, allowing anyone to play matchmaker and to profit 
from doing so.  It takes the informal matchmaking done among friends and contacts, and 
scales it for the mass-market. This investment of human judgment and social capital into the 
matchmaking process improves match rates, saving time in the search for quality matches. 
The initial vertical is romantic matchmaking, but the platform can be extended to recruiting, 
business partners, roommates and any other contexts where trust between partners is 
critical. Ultimately Ponder becomes a gamified introduction service for meeting new people 
across many fields. 

SIDE NOTE: In addition to the vision outlined above, we want to finally bring blockchain 
technology to the masses. For too long the blockchain and cryptocurrencies have remained 
esoteric concepts, far removed from the problems of most people. Decentralized applications 
have focused on dry B2B subject matter with similarly unapproachable user interfaces, 
limiting the spread of blockchain understanding and innovation to very specific niche 
audiences. Using fun game-like interfaces and strong playful branding, we want to make 
Ponder the first blockchain-based application that people can readily identify, utilize, and fall 
in love with. 

2.2  Why a token, why a token sale, why the blockchain?
There is a clear transfer of value between the ‘matchmakers’ and the ‘matchees’. A token can 
be given by the latter to pay the former for the value they’ve created. Having this token on the 
Ethereum blockchain allows users greater flexibility than if the token was a currency within 
the Ponder app alone.

The Group Matchmaking feature is a set of decentralized matchmaking sub-communities 
(yogis in Santa Clara, runners in Miami, Jews in Phoenix). The owner of each group has control 
over who enters, the rules of engagement, and aspects of the pricing. As such these are 
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distinct matchmaking businesses. Blockchain-based smart contracts are the most secure and 
frictionless way for transactions within these communities to occur. 

Any two-sided marketplace like Ponder’s is difficult to nurture due to the problem in growing 
each side simultaneously.  A token sale can help kick-start the community by providing a 
critical mass of users on both sides right from the start. Furthermore, with the integration of 
game mechanics and financial rewards, as well as receiving great matches, the community is 
highly incentivized to develop the marketplace, further boosting growth and helping align all 
associated parties.

As well as utilizing smart contracts, Ponder uses blockchain based technology to increase the 
feeling of safety within the app ecosystem. All users have to pass through the Civic identity 
management platform before holding the Ponder token. 

Finally, we will be collecting highly sensitive personal information that is best stored in a 
decentralized manner. Apart from certain basic information needed to help improve user 
experience, most information will be stored locally. We are exploring various technologies to 
implement this decentralized system, one of which is a blockchain-based solution. However, 
there are alternative solutions not requiring the use of a blockchain that might be better.

 

2.3  The problem with online dating
Dating has been chosen as the first target market because of its ubiquity. There are also 
clearly defined problems with online dating products:

1. Generic algorithms don’t work well. Despite their claims, no online dating company   
  has ever opened up its data to show the effectiveness of their algorithms. According   
  to the Pew Internet Study1, less than 1 in 4 online daters find a relationship.
2. There is a huge signal to noise ratio. On Match.com, less than 2% of messages sent   
  out by men are replied to2. As a result, 7 times more hours are spent online    
  than going on dates. 
3. The structural problems with online dating lead to females being inundated with   
  requests and often being harassed. The Pew Internet Study showed that 42% of   
  female online daters report experiencing harassment 
4. There is a major deficit of trust between parties. Fake profiles, incorrect information,   
  and the lack of trusted intermediaries, create a culture of flakiness and misbehavior.   
  As a result, trust is lacking and relationships take longer to develop. 

1 http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/02/11/15-percent-of-american-adults-have-used-online-dating-sites-or-mobile-dating-apps/  and  
http://www.pewinternet.org/2013/10/21/online-dating-relationships/  
2 https://techcrunch.com/2013/01/25/facebook-can-disrupt-online-dating/ 

� http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/02/11/15-percent-of-american-adults-have-used-online-dating-sites-
� http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/02/11/15-percent-of-american-adults-have-used-online-dating-sites-
� https://techcrunch.com/2013/01/25/facebook-can-disrupt-online-dating/
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2.4 The Ponder solution
There are three main aspects to Ponder’s first product for romantic matchmaking, that 
make it a unique and compelling solution for the industry. All references to dollars are for 
Ponder Dollars, a virtual currency that can be exchanged for real USD upon hitting certain 
matchmaking targets. Ponder Dollars are not transferable, other than for standard payments 
within the app.

2.4.1 Basic Matchmaking
This is the basic core product that is accessible to everyone. It is currently live and has 70k 
registered users. Users login through Facebook, and choose if they are ‘Looking for Love’ or 
‘Just interested in playing matchmaker’. Within the app users then see a stream of singles, 
comprised of both friends and strangers, for them to matchmake. Underneath are a shortlist 
of prospects for them to choose from. Based upon their profile they can suggest someone by 
dragging and dropping a photo. 

Once a match is created the two individuals get notified, view each other’s profiles, and if they 
like each other each individual gives $10 as a success fee. As a reward for creating the match, 
the matchmaker earns $10 and the additional $10 is retained by Ponder. If the matched 
couple eventually marry, and alert Ponder to that fact, the matchmaker will earn a further 
$1000. This rewards will be primarily funded through the token sale proceeds, as well as from 
existing revenue sources. 
 

New users join either as Singles or Matchmakers, with singles also able play matchmaker. All 
users start off with $20 for free and once they have made 10 matches for others they can cash 
out their Ponder dollars into real dollars with a 1:1 conversion rate. If singles get a negative 
balance they can’t communicate with any new matches until they make their account balance 
positive, which they can do by either paying money or by matchmaking others. 

Success rate of 
online daters

Time spent 
online dating

Time OnlineHours
Per Week

Dates

Dont Find a relationship

Find a relationship
77% 23%

14

10

7

3.5

0

12.9

1.8
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The performance of the matchmaker is rated 
based on the Match Rate, which is the % of 
suggestions that lead to a match, and the number 
of matches created. A user can rise from a Level 
1 matchmaker to a Level 10 matchmaker based 
on the quantity and quality of their matchmaking. 
Each level comes with rewards and or new abilities 
in the game. The metrics of Match Rate and Level 
are ranked with friends on a leaderboard. 

Holders of Ponder Gold tokens get advantages with 
the core matchmaking game. Singles get shown to 
the best matchmakers, increasing their chances of 
being successfully matched. Matchmakers who are 
Ponder Gold holders get shown the most active 
singles, thereby increasing the likelihood that 
their matches get accepted by the individuals and 
improving their chances of accumulating Ponder 
dollars. 

2.4.2 Group Matchmaking
Group Matchmaking is only accessible to Ponder Gold holders. The purpose of Group 
Matchmaking is to create sub-groups within the broader Ponder community that align to 
specific affinities. These could be values based – Christian, Jewish – or focused on an interest 
such as runners, yogis, etc.  The goal is to create a more intimate matchmaking experience, 
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where people can matchmake for and be matched with their ‘tribe’. Each group is rated based 
on various success metrics for users to browse.

Any user with a Ponder Gold token can create their own matchmaking Group by paying 100 
Gold coins to Ponder. The owner of the Group sets the rules for who can enter the group, as 
well as the price of entrance. The owner can decide if they will be the only matchmaker within 
the community, or if other people can also play matchmaker. The owner also decides the cost 
of each successful match. If they are the only matchmaker within the community, they receive 
all the tokens paid by the successfully matched singles. 

In the case where there the owner allows others to play matchmaker as well, the mechanics 
of the matching and the distribution of payments are different from the single owner/
matchmaker case. The owner of the group still sets the entrance criteria, the fee for entrance, 
and the cost per successful match. However, entrance fees and match success fees are spread 
out among the successful matchmakers. The entry fee of each new person in the group is split 
among the successful matchmakers from the last month. See below for an example where the 
entry fee is 50 coins. 

Group matchmaking still uses the same drag and drop interface as in Basic Matchmaking, 
but in the case of open-matchmaking Groups the couple aren’t notified until 5 people have 
suggested the same couple. Those 5 successful matchmakers then share the tokens paid by 
the couple among themselves. 

Example: Yogis in San Jose 
  60 Members, of which 50 are single. 
  3 matches made in the last month.
  Brian got 3, Sarah 2, and then 10 others got 1 each. 
  Entry price for a single person is 50 coins
  For each new recruit, Brian gets 3/15 x 50 = 10 Gold coins, Sarah gets 2/15 x 50 = 6.67,   
  the other 10 get 1/15 x 50 = 3.33.  

Matchmaker 
Group

Owner

Matchmakers

Group Leaderboard

Single Yogis

Jewish

Runners

New York

88%

77%

72%

52%

Focus Success 
Rate

300

400

350

600

No. Of
Matches

500 70

50

15

5

600

400

1200

No. Of
Members

Cust.
Rating

Entry 
Cost
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The system rewards the most active and successful matchmakers. Each new single recruit 
that comes in can only be matched once by each person until that recruit has either said no 
to a suggestion, or gone on a date and then decided not to have another date with the match. 
Then that single is inserted back into the matchmaking carousels, to be matchmade again. 

2.4.3 Other services and applications
Ponder Gold token holders can create other services or applications for the Gold community. 
For example, a member could hold a singles event, charging in Gold coins. Similarly, a 
member might offer dating advice to other Gold holders. Applications can also be built to be 
offered to Groups. It’s up to the owner of a Group to accept a new application. 

Ultimately, we are initiating and expanding a platform for people to be able to not only 
matchmake but also build their own businesses upon. These businesses benefit the 
community, growing the platform’s utility.

2.5 Data collection & security
Gold members have more information collected on their background and their behavior 
than users with Ponder Dollars alone. This enables a safer and more trusted environment 
for Group members to interact within. As well as information from Facebook and Civic, data 
is collected on interactions with other members, including members reporting on how their 
dates went. Users can also provide information about the character of their friends. Each of 
these pieces of data entry is rewarded with a nominal Ponder Gold token reward. 

Given the sensitivity of the data we are collecting, we will not store the most sensitive 
parts centrally. It will be either stored locally on a user’s phone or in a distributed way. We 
are currently exploring optimal systems for this data storage and transfer. Some include 
blockchain technology, while others avoid it entirely.

The additional information collected about Ponder Gold members allows the matchmaking 
shortlisting process for Group Matchmaking to be far more sophisticated than for Basic 
Matchmaking, enabling better matches.

2.6 Key management
Funds received from the crowd-sale will be automatically stored in a  2 of 3 multi-sig wallet. 
The keys are held and stored by different team members using industry accepted security 
practices for handling the funds raised. In order to store and spend cryptocurrencies, users 
normally use software wallets. Those wallets typically hold keys that allow users to execute 
transactions on the blockchain. Traditionally, a user can execute any sort of transaction on his 
addresses using their keys, this model exposes the user to the risk of losing all of their coins 
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Sessions/Week

7
60:40

Single to 
Matchmaker

Split

% 6
Industry average

match rate

X70k
Registered 

Users

$1.60
Customer 
Acquisition 

Cost

instantly if their private key is compromised. On the Ethereum blockchain, those issues can be 
mitigated using smart contracts acting like multi-signature wallets. A multi-signature wallet, or 
multisig, requires a certain number of participants to sign for a certain subset of operations to 
be executed. An example could be a wallet in which you would have daily limits, and require 
several participants to sign in order to withdraw larger amounts.

2.7 Revenue model
Ponder currently makes money through 2 methods. Singles buy Ponder Dollars using fiat 
currency (on a 1:1 basis with USD) in order to make their Ponder Dollars balance positive. This 
is needed in order to communicate with matches. Alternatively, singles can try to matchmake 
others in order to make their balance positive. 

The other way that Ponder currently makes revenue is through advertising. After every 9th 
suggestion a user makes in one session a 30 second video ad is shown. We make revenue on 
each ad view. 

With the arrival of Group Matchmaking we will earn tokens as a result of each new group 
being formed, a 10% cut of the group entrance fees, and a 10% cut from each successful 
match. 

2.8 Current status
Ponder released its beta product on Oct 18th 2017. Prior to that it had an alpha product 
under the prior brand name of Spritzr. The beta currently has 70k registered users, of whom 
approximately 40% are matchmakers and 60% are single. The current version is just the Basic 
Matchmaking (without the game levels), and doesn’t include Groups or other services.
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Active users were using the app on average daily, with the most active 10% of users having 
more than 12 sessions per week. Match rates through friend introductions were 6x higher 
than the industry average. Through non-friend introductions the match rate was 3x higher 
than the industry average. 

Using several different ad platforms user acquisition costs of $1.50-2.00 for men and $2.50-
3.50 for women were obtained, with Android being cheaper than iOS.

2.9 Ponder China
Ponder is creating a new company based out of Shanghai as a Joint Venture with Plug and 
Play China. Plug and Play is one of the most active investors in Silicon Valley, with investments 
in Paypal, Dropbox, and many other marquee technology names. They also have 8 offices in 
China, with over 120 staff acting as conduits between startups and corporations. 

As part of the Joint Venture terms, Plug and Play China will take care of all legal work, provide 
free office space in their Shanghai building, and help with fundraising and partnerships. 
A syndicate of investors is coming together to provide 3m RMB of seed capital to fund the 
initial 3 person Ponder China team to develop the first product for the Chinese market. We 
anticipate that this product will be based on the Ponder platform described in this whitepaper.

2.10 Decentralization roadmap
Ponder will decentralize and move to the blockchain gradually. Currently the beta product is 
being tested entirely off the blockchain. The first step will be the addition on or around April 
20th 2018 the ERC-20 standard-based Ponder Gold token on the Ethereum blockchain. This 
token will act as a parallel currency to the fiat-based Ponder Dollars currency, giving engaged 
users a number of ‘VIP benefits’ within the core basic matchmaking function within the app – 
see section 3.1. 

Beta testing core UI off blockchain

Introduction of the blockchain-based Gold-token for the engaged users
to act in parrallel with fiat-based off-blockchain currency

Creation of Matchmaking Groups for Gold token holders only with
certain transactions occurring on blockchain

Opening platform to service providers — event organizers, advice
providers, and Dapp makers for Gold holders

Expansion into other types of matchmaking — recruiting, business
partner, and roommates — entirely on blockchain
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The second step will be the introduction of Group Matchmaking, where the economy will 
utilize tokens alone, and where transactions will be based on smart contracts. 

Blockchain technology might also be used in the way that data is transferred within the 
ecosystem. However, the architectural decision on this has yet to be finalized.  

3. Ponder GOLD Token Sale 

3.1 Ponder Gold token
The Ponder Gold token is being introduced as a parallel currency to Ponder Dollars. Once 
users have 50 Ponder Dollars they can convert a portion of it into Ponder Gold. Alternatively, 
they can buy Ponder Gold directly, with the minimum investment being $30. Payments and 
rewards for matches created will still occur using Ponder Dollars. If a user has $10 or below of 
Ponder Dollars, and holds some Ponder Gold, some 
of their Ponder Gold will be automatically converted 
into Ponder Dollars to ensure a minimum balance 
of $10. Anytime they cross the $50 level, they will be 
asked if they want to convert their Ponder Dollars 
into Ponder Gold. 

Ponder Gold confers several benefits to the 
user:

1. Single holders of Ponder Gold will be shown  
  to the best matchmakers, so that they   
  receive suggestions that they’re more likely  
  to match with. 
2. A Ponder Gold holder who is matchmaking  
  will be shown the most active singles,   
  potentially increasing their own match rate,  
  and thereby receiving more financial   
  reward.
3. Only Ponder Gold holders can participate in  
  Matchmaking Groups. These are    
  private sub-communities aligned around values and interests, providing a more   
  intimate matchmaking experience. 
4. Ponder Gold holders can offer other  services to token holders such as singles events   
  or relationship advice, with the ability to charge for their services. 
5. As we expand into other verticals such as recruiting, only Ponder Gold holders will be   
  able to participate.
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Ponder Gold also provides a security benefit to all users. We integrate the purchase of Ponder 
Gold with the Civic identity management platform so that all Ponder Gold holders have had 
further checks on their background. 

3.2 Smart contract
Ponder Gold is an Ethereum token. It complies with and extends ERC-20 - a de facto
standard and widely used token API. The Ponder Gold Smart Contract guarantees:

3.2.1 Transparency 
Balance. The information on the number of tokens held by any user is public.
Transfers. All information on transfers is public and can be traced back in time.

3.2.2 Ownership
Scope. Only Ethereum users and contracts can be token holders.
Uniqueness. Each token belongs to one user-owner. There are no shared tokens.

3.2.3 Token Supply
Single issuance. Tokens are issued only once, at the time of deployment.
Supply. The token supply is set at the time of deployment.

3.2.4 Contract Management
Replacement. The contract owner can relinquish the ownership in favor of any other Ethereum 
user or contract.

3.2.5 Miscellaneous
Recovery. Any call to the contract which results in an error does not change the users’ tokens 
or Ether balance, except for the gas spent on the transaction.

Safe Approval. The token contract supports two approve() functions: a 2-parameter approve() 
(the ERC-20 standard) and a 3-parameter approve (), which guarantees that spender gets new 
allowance only if current allowance equals presumed allowance. It is recommended to use 
the 3-parameter approve for all approve() calls taking the presumed allowance as the second 
input. 

3.2.6 Ponder Contract
Ponder ERC20 Contract is based on the framework from abdk consulting. The framework is 
mature and has no reported history of problems or flaws. The Framework has been used by 
other tokens such as Crypterium, Darenta, IKL, INS, Paragon, Parkgene, SpinBackUp, Tutor 
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Ninja, Universa etc. For additional information please visit https://www.abdk.consulting/ and 
their githhub repo https://github.com/abdk-consulting/ 

UNCERTAINTY PROVISIONS The Ponder Gold Smart Contract does not guarantee the 
following:

1. User validity. Details: an Ethereum address with positive token balance may not correspond 
to any actual user or a private key, as it can be a result of a mistake. Tokens transferred to 
such users will likely be lost.

2. Zero Ether balance. Details: the contract prohibits most, but not all means by which Ether 
could be sent to it by users who are not contract owners.

3. Complete registry. Details: The contract does not provide a list of all token holders. 
However, it is guaranteed that every token holder is either the contract creator or a token 
recipient in the Transfer() event. The list of token holders can be obtained by checking all 
these events or by exploring the contract storage using blockchain explorers.

3.3 Payment terms & rates
The token sale of Ponder Gold will start at 6am PST February 14th and finish at 10pm PST April 
20th. 

Tokens can be purchased with BTC, ETH, LTC, BCH, NEO, or USD (wire transfer) at gold.
ponderapp.co. Transfers can be made from any BTC, ETH, LTC, BCH, or NEO wallet. For 
transfer of 1000 USD and over, a wire transfer option is available. 

Token buyers must register at gold.ponderapp.co, entering and confirming their email 
address. After the registration, users gain access to their personal accounts at gold.
ponderapp.co where they will have separate wallets for BTC, ETH, LTC, BCH, NEO, or USD (wire 
transfer). In their accounts users can choose the desired number of Ponder Gold tokens and 
transfer the required payment amount in one of the accepted cryptocurrencies or generate 
an invoice for a wire transfer.

Once the payment is received, funds will appear in the corresponding wallet in the user’s 
account and may be used for purchasing Ponder Gold tokens. Until the token purchase is 

All bonuses held
until 1st July, 2018

Dates and Time (PST) Price of 1 Gold CoinBonuses
Min. Purchase
of Gold Coins Holding Period

Token Sale 500$0.2Feb 14th, ‘18, 6am -
Apr 20th, ’18, 10pm

15% up to 10pm Feb 21st, 
then 10% to 10pm Feb 28th

https://www.abdk.consulting/
https://github.com/abdk-consulting/
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made, the funds may be withdrawn from the account at gold.ponderapp.co at any moment by 
sending a request to support@ponderapp.co.

Tokens are purchased at the price in effect at the time of purchasing, not at the price in effect 
at the time when funds have been sent or received by the platform. When buying tokens the 
exchange rate is fixed at the time of token purchase.

Accounts at gold.ponderapp.co will be accessible several days before the start of the Ponder 
Gold token sale. Users will be able to sign up and make transfers to their Ponder Gold 
accounts, but will not have the option to buy Ponder Gold tokens with deposited funds until 
the start of the Ponder Gold token early sale. To take part in the sale, a buyer will need to 
purchase at least the specified minimum number of Ponder Gold tokens.

After the token purchase is complete, the information about Ponder Gold tokens credited to 
the Ponder Gold buyers should appear in their accounts at gold.ponderapp.co immediately.

Ponder does not charge any processing fees. Processing time and fees are determined by the 
payment processor. Token holders are responsible for paying all processing fees and financial 
charges imposed by the payment processor in connection with the payment, including 
withdrawals from the account at gold.ponderapp.co.

After the Ponder Gold token sale is over, Ponder Gold token holders may at any time transfer 
their Ponder Gold tokens to any third-party ETH wallet supporting the ERC-20 standard. 
However, Gold tokens must remain in their accounts at gold.ponderapp.co if Gold token 
holders wish to utilize them within the Ponder app. 

All proceeds from the Ponder Gold main sale will be held in our secure platform in their 
original currencies until the end of the sale. 

Once the Ponder Gold token sale ends, no further deposits to the accounts at gold.
ponderapp.co will be permitted. Decisions on how to handle the funds received after the 
end of the Ponder Gold token sale will be made based on the transfer date and time. Only 
transfers sent out before the end of the Ponder Gold token sale will be accepted; the rest will 
be returned to sender in the original form of payment minus transfer fees and bank charges. 
Accepted funds and all other funds remaining in users’ personal accounts at gold.ponderapp.
co will be converted to Ponder Gold tokens automatically at the purchase price in effect at 
the end of the Gold token sale. For all funds the exchange rate will be fixed at the time of 
conversion. 
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Users who wish to withdraw their funds from their accounts must contact the support team 
at support@ponderapp.co no later than 10:00 PM PDT on Apr 20th, 2018 to avoid automatic 
conversion. At 10:00 PM PDT on April 20th, 2018, Gold tokens will be issued to participants 
and deposited in their accounts on gold.ponderapp.co. If a payment is received after 10:00 
PM PDT on April 20th, 2018, such payment will be returned to sender minus transfer fees and 

bank charges even if it was sent before the end of the Ponder Gold token sale.

3.4 Token distribution & management
The 480m Ponder Gold tokens will be distributed in the following manner:

Please note Ponder is not required to take any actions in support of the development of a 
secondary market for the token. As such there is no assurance that a secondary market for 

tokens will develop. Even if a secondary market does develop, the tokens could still lose value. 

5% Going to Distribution Partners

IN GAME SUPPLY

40%

RETAINED BY
PONDER

30%

TOKEN SALE

25%
The company will maintain policies to ensure 

Ponder Gold’s long-term sustainability.  These 
policies are centered on growing a healthy 

community for matchmaking. If any users or 
events lead to a reduction in the health or 
growth of the Ponder community, we will 

respond quickly to tackle the disruption. The 
CEO will be directly responsible for the health 
of the community and the Ponder Gold token. 
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3.5 Use of Funds
The proceeds from the token sale will be allocated over a period of 3 years.

In 2018, the split of funds will be along the following lines:

A proportion of the proceeds will be used for rewarding the successful matchmakers, who 
earn $10 for every successful match and $1000 for each match that results in a marriage. 
Around 60% of the salaries are for product and development staff – so product as a category 
takes up nearly 25% of the budget. The largest expenditure is on marketing to build 
awareness around the Ponder app. Driving new users to the Ponder community improves the 
experience for existing users by providing a source of new matchmakers and new singles to 
be matched.

2018

$9 Million

2019

$12 Million
(including $3m tax payment)

2020

$3 Million

SG&A 1%

15%
Product

16%
Salaries

47%
Marketing

20%

Matchmaking
Rewards
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Oct 18th, 2017

6am PST Feb 14th, 2018

10pm PST Apr 20th, 2018

Apr 20th , 2018

May, 2018

June, 2018

July, 2018

Launch of Ponder beta app

Start of Ponder Gold sale

End of Ponder Gold sale

Launch of Ponder Gold coin inside app

Release of Chinese version

Launch of game levels

Launch of Matchmaking groups

Oct, 2018 

Dec 1st , 2018 

July, 2019

Korean version

Release of Indian version

Release of Recruiting product beta

Sept, 2018 Japanese version 
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4. Team

4.1  Core team

Manshu Agarwal
CEO
20 years of startup leadership and corporate experience. Helped 
raise over $100m for startups. Former investment banker and 
strategy consultant. Cambridge engineer, Columbia MBA. 

Chris Imani
CTO
15 years of full stack experience. Former CTO at Storybox, 
funded by Eric Schmidt’s VC fund, where he grew platform to 
4m hits per day. Architect/senior engineer at DMV.org and 
Qualcomm. 

Patrick Maxwell
Creative Director
16 years of design experience. Has designed websites and 
mobile apps for Forbes, Hilton, AP News, and Law.com among 
others.

Dan Flanegan
VP of Product Marketing
15 years of product marketing experience. Grew the social app 
Butter to over 1million users. Mentor at top LA accelerator, 
Mucker Lab. 
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Greg Taylor
Principal Engineer
10 years back-end coding experience. Bioinformatics 
programmer at the world famous Scripps Research Institute. Phd 
in bioinformatics. 

Tianqi Wang
China Business Associate
Studied in BJTU and USC. Worked at Plug and Play LA supporting 
the Cross Border Program. 

Elliot Yan
User Acquisition
15 years of digital marketing experience. Grew own advertising 
firm to $10m+ run rate. Created business models for Idealab, the 
famous incubator.

Vladimir Ryhlitskiy
Lead Mobile Developer
More than 7 years of experience in mobile development. Helped 
to develop more than 15 applications with millions of users and 
high ratings on Google play and AppStore.

Alexey Bakhtin
iOS Developer
7 years of mobile development experience, primarily iOS 
development.  Has successfully released over 10 mobile apps on 
the AppStore.
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Daniel Kim
Business Analyst
6 years of commodity trading experience. He has a Masters in 
Financial Engineering from the University of Southern California.

Bjorn Lestrud
Community Manager
10 years sales and marketing experience, including online and offline. 
As a blockchain investor and community relations consultant he helped 
create manageable growth for a crypto community that went from a 
$40 million market cap to over $1 billion.

Gleb Maltsev
Android Developer
4 years of development experience. Has successfully released 5 
applications to Google Play.

Ryan Lasher
Graphic Designer
5 years Graphics Design experience working in several fields ranging 
from the political sector to marketing and social media advertising. He 
graduated with honors from Southern New Hampshire University with 
a degree in Graphic Design and Media Arts

Londyn Metten
UI / UX Quality Engineer
SOU Computer Science graduate. 5 years of quality assurance 
experience with an emphasis on technical writing and UI/ UX 
design and development.
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Satya K
Blockchain Engineer
Hands-on software architect and principal engineer with over 15 years of 
experience building enterprise and consumer-facing web applications, mobile-
apps, data analytics, data rich front-ends and scalable backend systems. His 
experience includes full-stack engineering and has strong working experience 
with both public and enterprise blockchain platforms.

Deepak Rao
Blockchain Consultant
15 years experience in consumer payments, dispute and fraud 
management systems at Visa. Worked as VP of Product for 
a startup focused on accounting, auditing and reporting for 
cryptocurrencies and enterprise blockchains.

Denis Korkhov
Blockchain Consultant
Denis is a cryptoplatform architect and consultant. His extensive 
software development experience includes blockchain, Ethereum 
and Solidity.
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4.2  Board + Advisors

Michael Egan
Chairman of the Board
Over 20 years of experience in dating and internet brands. 
Former CEO of Spark Networks (NYSE: LOV), the owner of 
Christian Mingle and JDate. Former GM at Internet Brands and 
Senior Director at Yahoo.

Peter Davison
Accomplished venture capitalist with strong 
understanding of Chinese market. First 
investor in Paypal. Owner of Australia’s largest 
incubator. Co-founded Beijing-based fintech 
firm, with current run rate of over $1bn RMB. 
Runs a Shanghai-based seed fund, 23Seed.
One of the judges in Chinese version of Shark
Tank.

Matt Curtis
Over 10 years of product and gaming 
experience. VP of Product Marketing at Zynga, 
formerly Sr Product Director at Kabam. 

Irfan Kamal
Over 20 years of marketing and startup 
experience. Former EVP at Ogilvy & Mather. 
EIR at Bezos Expeditions. 

Keith Teare
Keith Teare is the Executive Chairman at 
Accelerated Digital Ventures, a UK based 
venture company managing $200m. He was 
an advisor to the successful ICOs of ICOBox 
and Crypterium. Previously Keith was a 
founding shareholder at TechCrunch and he 
co-founded Europe’s first consumer internet 
service provider - EasyNet. He lives in Palo 
Alto, California.
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Prof. James Fowler
Professor at UCSD and pre-eminent academic 
on social networks. Adviser to Facebook. 
Author of ‘Connected: How your friends of 
friends affect everything you think feel and do’

Robert & Jeffrey Wolfe
Robert and Jeffrey Wolfe run StreetHippo 
Ventures, an investment and advisory 
company focused on consumer, marketplaces, 
blockchain and fintech ventures. They 
founded Moosejaw, a high growth, multi-
channel outdoor retailer.  Moosejaw was 
acquired by Walmart in February 2017.
Robert and Jeffrey also founded Crowdrise, 
a crowdfunding marketplace for charitable 
causes. Crowdrise was acquired by GoFundMe 
in January 2017.

Jeff Flowers
Dr. Jeff Flowers interests in Blockchains began 
with the realization of the power of open 
communication at solving difficult problems facing 
society in the early 90s with the release of PGP.  
From an initial study of applied cryptography, 
he understands that Blockchains will be key in 
continuing these efforts. Current endeavors 
include being an original validator on the POA 
Network, a first of its kind Blockchain based on 
Proof-of-Authority, and other projects in various 
stages of roll out.  He was Director of Curriculum 
and Instruction at Blockchain University and 
continues to teach at DLT Education. Jeff is a 
tenured Professor at the College of San Mateo.
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5. Risk Factors

The purchase of tokens involves a high degree of risk, including but not limited to the risks 
described below. Before acquiring Gold tokens, it is recommended that each participant 
carefully weighs all the information and risks detailed in this White Paper, and, specifically, the 
following risk factors.

5.1 Dependence on computer infrastructure
Ponder’s dependence on functioning software applications, computer hardware and the 
Internet implies that Ponder can offer no assurances that a system failure would not adversely 
affect the use of the sale participants’ Gold tokens.

Despite Ponder’s implementation of all reasonable network security measures, its processing 
center servers are vulnerable to computer viruses, physical or electronic break-ins or other 
disruptions of a similar nature. Computer viruses, break-ins or other disruptions caused by 
third parties may result in interruption, delay or suspension of services, which would limit the 
use of the Ponder Gold tokens.

5.2 Smart contract limitations
Smart contract technology is still in its early stages of development, and its application is 
of experimental nature. This may carry significant operational, technological, regulatory, 
reputational and financial risks. Consequently, although the audit conducted by an 
independent third party increases the level of security, reliability, and accuracy, this audit 
cannot serve as any form of warranty, including any expressed or implied warranty that the 
Gold Smart Contract is fit for purpose or that it contains no flaws, vulnerabilities or issues 
which could cause technical problems or the complete loss of Ponder Gold tokens.

5.3  Regulatory risks
Blockchain technology, including but not limited to the issue of tokens, may be a new concept 
in some jurisdictions, which may then apply existing laws or introduce new regulations 
regarding Blockchain technology-based applications, and such regulations may conflict with 
the current Gold smart contract setup and Gold token concept. This may result in the need 
to make substantial modifications to the Gold smart contract, including but not limited to 
its termination, the loss of Gold tokens, and the suspension or termination of all Gold token 
functions.

We believe that the Ponder Gold tokens, as currently structured and made available for 
purchase, do not constitute securities under the laws of the United States, and any state of 
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the United States or any other applicable jurisdiction. Among other things, the Ponder Gold 
tokens are intended to be used solely for the purpose of accessing or activating features of 
the Ponder app and will be usable immediately by holders in the core Basic Matchmaking 
game at the time that the Ponder Gold tokens are generated and transferred to purchasers’ 
accounts. However, there can be no assurance that the US Securities and Exchange 
Commission or other regulators will not take a contrary view – whether under existing law or 
as laws and regulations may further develop. Any such determination could negatively impact 
Ponder or the Ponder Gold tokens, including possibly a termination of the Ponder Gold smart 
contract, the loss of Ponder Gold tokens and/or the suspension of all Ponder Gold token 
functions.

5.4.  Taxes
Gold token holders may be required to pay taxes associated with the transactions 
contemplated herein, whether in the United States or in their home countries. It will be a sole 
responsibility of Gold token holders to comply with the tax laws of the United States and other 
jurisdictions applicable to them and pay all relevant taxes.

5.5.  Force Majeure
Ponder’s performance may be interrupted, suspended or delayed due to force majeure 
circumstances. For the purposes of this White Paper, force majeure shall mean extraordinary 
events and circumstances which could not be prevented by Ponder and shall include: acts 
of nature, wars, armed conflicts, mass civil disorders, industrial actions, epidemics, lockouts, 
slowdowns, prolonged shortage or other failures of energy supplies or communication 
service, acts of municipal, state or federal governmental agencies, other circumstances 
beyond Ponder’s control, which were not in existence at the time of White Paper release. If 
such circumstances occur prior to the issue of Gold tokens and Ponder is unable to issue Gold 
tokens within one month from the projected date, the escrow agent may issue a refund at the 
request of the Gold token purchasers. The refund will be issued in the original amount and 
form of payment to the same digital wallet or bank account where the funds were transferred 
from.

5.6  Disclosure of information
Personal information received from Ponder Gold token holders, the information about the 
number of tokens owned, the wallet addresses used, and any other relevant information may 
be disclosed to law enforcement, government officials, and other third parties when Ponder 
is required to disclose such information by law, subpoena, or court order. Ponder shall at no 
time be held responsible for such information disclosure.
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5.7  Value of Gold token
Ponder Gold tokens are intended to be used to access or activate features of the Ponder 
app, and should not be purchased or held as an investment or with a view to profiting from 
potential increases in value.
 
Once purchased, the value of Gold token may significantly fluctuate due to various reasons. 
Ponder does not guarantee any specific value of the Gold token over any specific period of 
time. Ponder shall not be held responsible for any change in the value of Gold token.
Please note Ponder is not required to take any actions in support of the development of a 
secondary market for the token. As such there is no assurance that a secondary market for 
tokens will develop. Even if a secondary market does develop, the tokens could still lose value. 

Please note that the Ponder project may be subject to other risks not foreseen by its team at 
this time.
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